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ABSTRACT

This research aims to develop a real-time mask-wearing detection system using
deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). This is crucial in the coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic to alert individuals who are not wearing
masks early on, thereby reducing the spread of the virus. Since COVID-19 pri-
marily spreads through respiratory droplets and mask-wearing is recommended,
our proposed study utilizes computer vision techniques, specifically image pro-
cessing, to detect masked and unmasked faces. We employ a customized CNN
architecture consisting of five convolutional layers, followed by max-pooling
layers and fully connected (FC) layers. The final output layer utilizes softmax
activation for classification. The model is updated with optimized layer con-
figurations and parameter values. We are developing an application that uses a
digital camera as an input device. The application utilizes a dataset comprising
11,792 image samples, which are used for training and testing purposes with the
80:20 ratio. Real-time testing is conducted using human subjects captured by the
camera. The experimental results demonstrate that the CNN method achieves a
classification accuracy of 99% on the training data and 98.83% during real-time
video testing. These findings suggest that the real-time mask detection system
using CNN performs effectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus has become

a global health crisis, necessitating various preventive measures to curb its spread [1]. Among these mea-
sures, health authorities have widely recommended the use of masks to reduce transmission through respiratory
droplets effectively [2]. Ensuring compliance with mask-wearing guidelines has become crucial to managing
the pandemic [3]. Manual monitoring and enforcing mask-wearing can be challenging and resource-intensive,
especially in public spaces and high-traffic areas [4]. To address these challenges, researchers have turned to
computer vision techniques and deep learning algorithms, such as deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs),
to develop automated systems for real-time mask-wearing detection [5]–[8] in video streams.

This study introduces an effective and efficient system for real-time mask-wearing detection using
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deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for facial recognition. By leveraging computer vision techniques
and image processing, the system accurately identifies individuals wearing masks or not in video streams [9].
Deep CNNs are employed to extract meaningful facial features [10], ensuring precise classification [11]. The
system utilizes a custom-built application with a digital camera as an input source for capturing real-time video
streams. Extensive training and testing on a comprehensive dataset are conducted, evaluating the system’s
performance with an 80:20 train-test split [12]. The trained CNN model processes real-time video frames [14],
providing timely and accurate mask detection. Instantaneous alerts or notifications are generated for individuals
without masks, facilitating proactive intervention to enforce mask-wearing protocols and reduce the risk of
virus transmission. This research contributes to computer vision and deep learning by applying deep CNNs for
real-time mask-wearing detection [13], offering a valuable tool for enhancing public health and safety during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

This study presents a system for real-time mask-wearing detection using CNNs. The paper is orga-
nized into five sections. In the introduction, we highlight the importance of mask-wearing and the challenges
of manual monitoring. The related works section reviews previous studies, while the method section explains
the approach used. Results and discussion discuss training, testing, and real-time scenarios. The conclusion
summarizes the findings and future improvements. Overall, our research contributes to computer vision and
offers an effective solution for real-time mask detection.

2. RELATED WORKS
Face recognition accuracy has greatly improved in controlled environments but faces some challenges

in unconstrained settings due to variations in poses, lighting, expressions, and occlusions [15], [16]. Previous
approaches addressed specific issues separately, resulting in limited accuracy. However, introducing deep
learning, particularly deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs), has revolutionized the field by extracting
abstract features and effectively handling diverse facial variations, surpassing traditional methods [17].

Several studies have been conducted on the detection of mask usage using different methods.
Christa et al. [18] developed a system that used the MobileNetV2 architecture for driver mask detection.
The training results showed accurate classification of 13 out of 13 photos of drivers without masks, but the sys-
tem failed to correctly classify 1 out of 13 photos of drivers wearing masks. The study achieved high accuracy,
but it was limited by the small size of the dataset. YOLOv3-tiny algorithm in a convolutional neural network
(CNN) [19] is used for mask identification and the testing results indicated a mean average precision (mAP) of
approximately 98.73% on custom dataset, outperforming YOLOv3-tiny by approximately 62%. One advantage
of this study was using an augmented dataset, but it suffered from relatively low accuracy and required a long
training time due to many iterations.

Furthermore, the development of CNNs using the Viola-Jones method [20], pre-trained CNNs [21],
and Haar Cascade [22] has made significant contributions to facial mask detection, achieving accuracy above
90%. However, some of these methods exhibit drawbacks such as lengthy processing times, excessively large
numbers of epochs, implementation on static images rather than real-time video, and limitations in terms of
the distance factor, which is restricted to only 40 cm, along with the requirement for high light intensity.
The Viola-Jones method, combined with CNNs [20], has proven effective in detecting facial masks with an
accuracy above 90%. However, it has been observed that this approach often entails a time-consuming process.
Additionally, some studies have employed many epochs during the training phase, leading to prolonged training
times. Although these methods have achieved high accuracy rates, they have primarily focused on analyzing
static images rather than real-time video inputs, limiting their practical applicability.

Moreover, the Haar Cascade method [22], when integrated with CNNs [23], has also demonstrated
successful mask detection outcomes with an accuracy above 90%. However, its implementation is subject to
certain restrictions. Specifically, the detection performance is optimized when the distance between the camera
and the subject is limited to 40 cm. Additionally, these methods require high light intensity to ensure accurate
mask detection.

Goyal et al. [24] introduce a face mask detection model for static images and real-time videos, achiev-
ing 98% accuracy on the Kaggle dataset. It demonstrates improved computational efficiency and precision com-
pared to other models (DenseNet-121, MobileNet-V2, VGG-19, and Inception-V3). The model has practical
applications in public and commercial settings, ensuring effective face mask compliance in schools, hospitals,
banks, and airports during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, YOLO-v4 improves feature extraction [25],
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reduces computation, and incorporates semantic information for face mask recognition. It achieves a high
accuracy of 98.3% and a fast frame rate of 54.57 FPS, surpassing existing algorithms.

These studies have contributed to the field of mask detection, highlighting various methods and their
respective strengths and limitations. While some achieved high accuracy, there is still room for improvement
regarding dataset size, training time, and the use of video or real-time inputs for more practical applications.
Further research can focus on addressing these limitations to enhance the effectiveness and applicability of
mask detection systems.

3. METHOD
The primary objective of this study is to develop an efficient and accurate system for detecting whether

an individual is wearing a face mask. The model under development leverages a sophisticated learning process
based on carefully curated datasets obtained from Jangra [30]. These datasets serve as valuable resources for
training and testing the model’s performance in real-time using video streams to identify individuals wearing
face masks. The detection process employs the mighty deep neural network (DNN) concept, explicitly utilizing
the CNN method known for its exceptional capabilities in visual analysis. To ensure optimal performance, the
initial phase of the study involves preprocessing the data to obtain high-quality inputs for training and testing.
This preprocessing step is critical in obtaining an optimal model to detect face masks in real-time scenarios.

Furthermore, a validation process is conducted to validate the accuracy and reliability of the appli-
cation of the CNN method to face mask detection. The study aims to obtain precise and trustworthy results
through meticulous testing and validation. The detailed process steps are outlined in Figure 1, visually rep-
resenting the sequential stages related to data preprocessing, model development, real-time detection, and
validation.

Figure 1. The processing workflow of datasets for CNN modeling and the evaluation process

Based on the CNN modeling in Figure 1, the preprocessed dataset is then processed by a CNN
model using the U-net architecture. This allows the developed model to detect face masks by applying a face
recognition-based model evaluation method. The U-net architecture is a popular choice for image segmentation
tasks, where the objective is to classify each pixel in an image into different categories. In the context of face
mask detection, the U-net model can be used to segment the face region and classify whether a mask is present.

A model evaluation method based on face recognition is employed to evaluate the developed model’s
performance. This evaluation method assesses the model’s ability to accurately recognize and classify faces
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with and without masks. Various evaluation metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score can be
utilized to measure the model’s performance. The developed CNN model can effectively detect face masks by
combining the U-net architecture for image segmentation and the face recognition-based evaluation method.
This approach leverages the strengths of both techniques to achieve accurate and reliable results in face mask
detection.

3.1. Face recognition
Face recognition is a crucial step in using a face mask detection system. The face detection process is

the initial and essential stage, since mask identification focuses on the facial area. Masks are worn on the face,
making it crucial to detect faces accurately [10]. Several challenges are involved in the face detection process,
one of which is the presence of factors that affect the detection of facial objects, such as the face position.
Various aspects of facial position need to be considered, including the face orientation, sideways and tilted
positions, and factors like facial hair, mustaches, and accessories like eyeglasses [26].

Moreover, facial expressions such as laughter, smiles, speech, sadness, and so on further complicate
face detection. Additionally, indoor and outdoor environmental conditions can hinder detection, as crowded
places or public areas may obstruct the view of facial objects. Lighting conditions also play a significant role,
including the lighting within a room, the direction and intensity of light, and the characteristics of the camera
sensor and lens used in the face detection process. Considering these factors, face recognition in the context
of mask detection requires robust algorithms and techniques capable of handling variations in facial positions,
expressions, environmental conditions, and lighting [27]. By addressing these challenges, a practical face
recognition system can accurately detect faces and contribute to successfully detecting face masks.

3.2. Deep convolutional neural networks
CNNs are a specialized type of neural network architecture designed to process and analyze visual data

efficiently. They have revolutionized the field of computer vision and are widely used in tasks such as image
classification, object detection, and face recognition [28]. The key characteristics of deep CNNs include:
− Convolutional layers: CNNs employ convolutional layers that apply a set of learnable filters (kernels) to

the input image. These filters capture local patterns and features, allowing the network to extract relevant
visual information automatically.

− Pooling layers: pooling layers are used to downsample the spatial dimensions of the feature maps generated
by the convolutional layers. Common pooling operations include max pooling and average pooling, which
help reduce the computational complexity and extract the most salient features.

− Non-linear activation functions: activation functions, such as rectified linear unit (ReLU), are applied to
introduce non-linearity into the network. Non-linear activation functions enable the model to learn complex
relationships and improve its ability to capture intricate patterns in the data.

− Fully connected layers: towards the end of the network, fully connected layers are employed to process the
high-level features extracted by the convolutional layers. These layers combine the learned features and
make predictions based on them, mapping the features to specific classes or outputs.

− Backpropagation and training: CNNs are trained using backpropagation, where the gradients of the loss
function with respect to the network parameters are computed and used to update the weights through
optimization algorithms like stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or Adam. This iterative process allows the
network to learn the optimal set of weights that minimizes the prediction error.

The advantages of deep CNNs include their ability to automatically learn hierarchical features, robustness
to variations in input data, and the ability to generalize well to unseen examples. They have significantly
improved the performance of computer vision tasks, achieving state-of-the-art results in various benchmarks
and competitions.

3.3. Real-time and the proposed system
Real-time refers to the operational state of a system where actions and events are processed and per-

ceived immediately as they occur, without noticeable delays. In computer systems, real-time processing entails
the prompt input, processing, and output of data within predefined time constraints [29]. For instance, when
typing a document on a computer, the characters entered via the keyboard are swiftly displayed on the screen
within the established tolerance, imperceptible to the human eye. The system is considered non-real-time
if the latency surpasses the predetermined threshold, resulting in noticeable delays. Real-time systems find
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widespread applicability across various domains and are commonly embedded in specialized devices such as
cameras, MP3 players, aircraft, GPS devices, and automobiles.

This research proposes a real-time mask detection system, leveraging the possible real-world imple-
mentation scheme depicted by the following steps:
− Deployment of surveillance cameras at designated points,
− Continual monitoring of individuals’ activities outside their homes through the camera feeds,
− Automated detection of individuals wearing or not wearing masks, and
− Provision of visual and audible alarms on the monitor if an individual is detected without a mask.
By automating the detection process and enabling real-time alerts, the proposed system aims to enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of mask-wearing enforcement, ultimately reducing the risk of virus transmission
and safeguarding the well-being of residents within the complex.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we will provide examples of datasets used, discuss the results obtained, and analyze the

face mask detection using the CNN method with the U-net architecture. For this study, we utilize a secondary
dataset obtained from kaggle.com. This dataset is selected for its suitability in modeling and developing a
real-time face detection system. The dataset comprises images annotated with information on whether a person
is wearing a face mask.

To evaluate the performance of our approach, we conduct experiments and simulations using Python.
The experimental results will be presented and analyzed using various evaluation metrics, including the confu-
sion matrix. The confusion matrix allows us to assess the accuracy and performance of our face mask detection
system by comparing the predicted labels with the ground truth labels. Furthermore, we also evaluate the system
in a real-time setting by implementing our proposed scenario. This involves deploying the trained CNN model
with the U-net architecture in a real-time video stream to detect face masks. The performance and effectiveness
of the system will be discussed, taking into account factors such as speed, accuracy, and robustness. Utilizing
the selected dataset, experimental simulations, and real-time testing, we aim to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the CNN method with the U-net architecture for face mask detection. The results and discussions presented
in this section will provide insights into our proposed approach’s performance and potential applications.

4.1. Dataset training
In this research, the dataset “Face Mask 12K Images Dataset,” available at www.kaggle.com/

ashishjangra27/face-mask-12k-images-dataset was used [30]. The dataset comprises facial images depicting
individuals both wearing and not wearing masks. These images were collected from various countries world-
wide, ensuring a diverse representation of individuals and contexts. The dataset consists of 11,792 images,
with 5,883 images depicting individuals wearing masks and 5,909 images depicting individuals without masks
in Figure 2. Including many images in each category enables the model to learn and generalize patterns effec-
tively. This dataset is a valuable resource for training and evaluating the face mask detection model, providing
a wide range of scenarios and variations to enhance its robustness and accuracy.

4.2. Training results and confusion matrix
The training phase of the research utilized a carefully curated dataset and employed rigorous training

procedures, including 20 epochs and a batch size of 32. The choice of batch size is crucial as it affects both
the accuracy and memory usage of the training process. The training results are plotted in a graph as shown
in Figure 3. The Adam optimization algorithm with a learning rate of 0.0001 was employed to fine-tune the
model. The results obtained from the classification report during training demonstrated excellent performance
across all classes, with consistently high precision, recall, and F1-score values, as shown in Table 1. This
indicates that the model could learn and generalize from the training data.

The confusion matrix obtained from the training process provided insights into the distribution of data
samples in each class. The balanced number of samples for each class, with 509 images without masks and
483 images with masks, ensured a fair evaluation of the model’s performance. The overall accuracy achieved
during training was an impressive 99%, indicating the effectiveness of the deep convolutional neural network
architecture in accurately detecting face masks.
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Figure 2. Sample images of faces with masks

Figure 3. Loss and accuracy results for the training phase

Table 1. The values of metrics for the training phase
Type Evaluation results (%) Support

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Score
With mask 99 99 99 99 483

Without mask 99.2 99 99 99 509

4.3. Real-time model testing with single or multiple objects (people)
The system model was evaluated through real-time testing using a directly connected camera that

provided live video input. This allowed for the detection process to operate on dynamic images, enabling
instantaneous determination of whether an individual was wearing a face mask or not. During the testing
phase, various factors were considered as they could influence the accuracy of the proposed model, such as the
distance between the object (person) and the camera and the number of objects within a single frame [5].

In real-time testing, the system’s performance was analyzed under different scenarios. The system
demonstrated its ability to detect face masks within a specific range. However, it exhibited limitations in
detecting masks at longer distances. This finding suggests that the proximity between the camera and the
detected objects influences the model’s performance. Additionally, the impact of lighting conditions on mask
detection was observed, with testing conducted in well-lit conditions during daylight. These factors should be
considered when deploying the system in real-world settings.

A comprehensive testing scenario was designed to assess the model’s performance, consisting of 10
different variations of object-to-camera distances as outlined in Table 2. The dataset used for testing was ob-
tained from Kaggle.com and was utilized for system modeling to develop real-time face detection capabilities.
Experimental results were obtained using Python simulations and the confusion matrix technique. Additionally,
the system was tested in real-time using a proposed scenario.

Table 2 presents the testing scenario and results for real-time face mask detection for people with and
without masks. The factors evaluated include the distance between the object and the camera and the number of
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objects within a frame. The system’s accuracy in detecting face masks was measured regarding the percentage
of correctly classified objects. The average accuracy across all scenarios was calculated to assess the overall
model’s performance.

Table 2. The results of real-time face mask detection system for different scenarios
Factor Accuracy (%) Average accuracy

Single persons 2-5 people More than 5 people Average
1 meter 100 100 100 100

98.83

1.5 meter 100 100 100 100
2 meter 100 100 100 100

2.5 meter 100 100 100 100
3 meter 100 100 100 100

3.5 meter 100 100 100 100
4 meter 100 100 100 100

4.5 meter 100 100 91.67 97.2
5 meter 100 100 91.67 97.2

5.5 meter 95 95 91.67 93.89

Based on the results presented in Table 2, the testing scenario demonstrated an accuracy of 98.61% in
detecting individuals not wearing face masks. The objects were tested at various distances from the camera,
ranging from 1 meter to 5.5 meters. However, it was observed that the camera’s capturing capability was
compromised beyond a distance of 5.5 meters, which limited the system’s accuracy. Hence, 5.5 meters was
considered the maximum distance for this study. These findings are consistent with previous studies that have
reported decreased accuracy as the distance between the object and the camera increases [6].

The accurate results were obtained by conducting experiments on individuals wearing and not wearing
face masks. It was found that the accuracy of detecting individuals wearing face masks was generally higher
compared to those not wearing masks. Notably, for distances ranging from 4.5 meters to 5.5 meters, the
accuracy of detecting individuals not wearing face masks reached optimal levels (100%), while the detection
of individuals wearing masks exhibited some errors in identifying people with masks or not. This observation
aligns with previous research that has reported challenges in accurately detecting face masks due to variations
in mask designs and materials [7].

Furthermore, the detection system maintained optimal performance (100% accuracy) for objects of
fewer than 6 individuals at a distance of 5 meters. However, when multiple objects were present at distances of
4.5 meters and above, the real-time accuracy results indicated slightly lower performance (though still above
90%). This can be attributed to the increased complexity of the scene, potential occlusions, and the decreased
resolution of objects due to the increased distance from the camera. It is worth mentioning that factors such as
the camera’s specifications and image acquisition settings had minimal impact on the detection performance,
as indicated by the consistent accuracy results across the tested scenarios. These findings corroborate previous
studies that have emphasized the robustness of deep convolutional neural networks in handling variations in
imaging conditions and camera settings [8].

In conclusion, the experimental results from the real-time testing of the face mask detection system,
based on the U-net architecture and deep convolutional neural network, demonstrated high accuracy in detect-
ing individuals wearing face masks. The testing scenarios considered variations in distances and the number
of objects, providing insights into the system performance under different conditions. The results confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed approach in real-time face mask detection, with implications for applications in
public health, security, and safety domains.

5. CONCLUSION
The study’s findings indicate that the CNN method is highly effective in the real-time detection of

individuals wearing face masks. The deep neural network architecture achieved an impressive accuracy rate of
99% during the training, where extensive training and testing were conducted using appropriate datasets. This
signifies the robustness and reliability of the CNN approach in accurately detecting face masks.

The validation of the model through real-time implementation further substantiated its performance,
yielding an accuracy rate of 98.83%. This validation process involved testing the model’s ability to detect face
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masks in live video streams captured directly from a camera connected to a computer. The results obtained
from this validation process confirm the model’s capability to effectively determine whether an individual is
wearing a face mask or not in real-time scenarios. One crucial factor that significantly influenced the accuracy
of the proposed model was the distance between the camera and the objects being detected. Through various
experiments, it was determined that the optimal performance of the model was achieved when the distance
between the camera and the objects was within 5.5 meters. Beyond this distance, the camera’s capture capability
gradually diminished, which had a noticeable impact on the accuracy of the detection process.

In conclusion, the developed CNN model has demonstrated its ability to detect face masks in real-time
settings accurately. To further enhance the model’s performance, future work can focus on optimizing object
detection in low-light conditions, ensuring that the system would operate optimally under varying lighting
conditions. Additionally, the slight video streaming delay caused by limited memory can be addressed by con-
verting the TensorFlow model to TensorFlow.js, which reduces memory requirements and facilitates smoother
and faster video streaming. By considering these improvements, the overall accuracy, efficiency, and usabil-
ity of the CNN-based face mask detection system would be enhanced, making it a valuable tool for real-time
applications in various scenarios.
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